Proposals:
FAI sporting code section 7D records and badges/ 8 official observers/ 8.1 Authority
FAI sporting code general section/ 7.4 Administration of record

Replace existing text:
7D Class 0
8.1 Authority
Official Observers are appointed by a NAC (or its delegated National Association). They are empowered to control and certificate flights for FAI Records, Badges, Championships and Competitions in their own country and in another country if its NAC gives permission.

With
7D Class 0
8.1 Authority
Official Observers are appointed by a NAC (or its delegated National Association). They are empowered to control and certificate flights for FAI Records, Badges, Championships and Competitions in their own country and in another country.

Replace existing text:
Section General
7.4 ADMINISTRATION OF RECORD
7.4.1 The NAC which issues the FAI Sporting Licence of any person attempting an International record or, in cases of team attempts, the NAC that issued sporting licences to the largest number of team members (the Organising NAC) is responsible for certifying the International Record claim dossier prior to submission to FAI, regardless of where the record attempt took place.

7.4.2 When a record attempt both originates and terminates in a country other than that of the Organising NAC, the local NAC shall control the attempt by authorising the Official Observers involved in accordance with 5.2.1. The local NAC in these circumstances shall be known as the Controlling NAC. If necessary, and/or if so requested by the Organising NAC, a Controlling NAC shall also provide control of record attempts which either originate or terminate in its country.
7.4.3 Where the record attempt crosses or is made over the territory of another NAC, the organising NAC is responsible for informing, if necessary and applicable, that other NAC in advance of a planned record attempt over its territory.

With

Section General

7.4 ADMINISTRATION OF RECORD NEW WORDING

7.4.1 The NAC which issues the FAI Sporting Licence of any person attempting an International record or, in cases of team attempts, the NAC that issued sporting licences to the largest number of team members (the Organising NAC) is responsible for certifying the International Record claim dossier prior to submission to FAI, regardless of where the record attempt took place.

7.4.2 When a record attempt both originates and terminates in a country other than that of the Organising NAC, the organising NAC is responsible for informing, if necessary and applicable, that other NAC in advance of a planned record attempt over its territory.

7.4.3 Where the record attempt crosses or is made over the territory of another NAC, the organising NAC is responsible for informing, if necessary and applicable, that other NAC in advance of a planned record attempt over its territory.

Comment:

Encourage the achievement of world records, by allowing the NAC organizer to find more easily FAI judges “official observers” while keeping the rigor of the control.

Note that in foreign countries without NAC, the judge FAI Official Observer NAC Organizer can validate the record.

It is consistent to give the same prerogatives to all judges FAI "officials observers"